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But…
It’s Just a talk….:(
Oops… sorry…



Agenda
● What is Amazon SageMaker? 
● What are the main capability of Amazon SageMaker?
● Components of Amazon SageMaker
● How Amazon SageMaker works with other AWS AI Services 
● About SageMaker inference endpoint, Aws lambda functions, Aws Api 

gateway output, AWS Amplify
● Machine Learning Model Workflow
● About S3
● How do I get started using Amazon SageMaker? 

○ Create,Train,Deploy your Model
● Q&A



Amazon SageMaker 

Amazon SageMaker is a cloud machine-learning platform that was 
launched in November 2017. SageMaker enables developers to create, 
train, and deploy machine-learning models in the cloud. SageMaker also 
enables developers to deploy ML models on embedded systems. 

OR
A managed service that provides the quickest and easiest way for your 
data scientists and developers to get Machine Learning models from 
idea to production.



What are the main capability of Amazon 
SageMaker?

Amazon SageMaker enables you to deploy inference pipelines so you can pass raw 
input data and execute pre-processing, predictions, and post-processing on 
real-time and batch inference. You can build feature data processing and feature 
engineering pipelines, and deploy these as part of the inference pipelines.



Amazon SageMaker's Components

● Hyperparameter tuning job. ...
● Selecting the best hyperparameters. ...
● Training job with the best hyperparameters. ...
● Creating a model for deployment. ...
● Deploying the inference endpoint.



AWS Machine Learning Infrastructure
AWS Machine Learning Infrastructure

AWS machine learning infrastructure
You can choose a broad set of Machine Learning Services

AWS offers below mentioned services 
● Workflow services, make it easier for you to manage and scale your 

underlying ML infrastructure. 
● Framework, The next layer highlights that AWS ML infrastructure supports 

all of the leading ML frameworks. 
● Compute Networking and storage, The bottom layer shows examples of 

compute, networking, and storage services that constitute the foundational 
blocks of ML infrastructure.



Ref: https://aws.amazon.com/machine-learning/infrastructure/



AWS lambda functions
● AWS Lambda is a serverless compute service that runs your code in response to 

events and automatically manages the underlying compute resources for you.

AWS Api gateway endpoint
● API Gateway is an AWS service that supports the following: Creating, deploying, 

and managing a RESTful application programming interface (API) to expose 
backend HTTP endpoints, AWS Lambda functions, or other AWS services.

●
AWS Amplify
● AWS Amplify is a set of purpose-built tools and features that lets frontend web and 

mobile developers quickly and easily build full-stack applications on AWS, with the 
flexibility to leverage the breadth of AWS services as your use cases evolve.



Ref: https://docs.aws.amazon.com/sagemaker/latest/dg/how-it-works-mlconcepts.html

Machine Learning Model Workflow



Creation of S3 Bucket



Setting up Security









How do I get started using Amazon SageMaker?
● Create Notebook instance within 

sagemaker, choose your desired region, we 
have chosen eu-central-1

● Provide name of your notebook instance, 
and choose your instance type 

● create a new IAM role or use already 
created IAM role

● After our notebook instance is created, we 
need to start this notebook instance after 
that we are going to write our model



Create your model
● Stored the name of S3 bucket and primary 

folder into variables so you can access 
them later.

● Importing the sagemaker library and 
setting up environment.

● We have used Sagemaker’s built in Image 
classification Algorithm which is based on 
Supervised Learning and uses Conventional 
Neural Networks (CNN).  



Continue…
● For data loading here, we are using 

RecordIO format for training. 
(RecordIO format converts images 
into binary data exchange formats)

● Recommendation: Sagemaker 
recommended storing images as 
records and packing them together, 
the major benefit is that Stored 
images in RecordIO format greatly 
reduce the size of the dataset on 
the disk.



Continue…
● Transform the fetched images into 

RecordIO file, we have kept the training 
ratio to 70%, while Testing ratio to 30%. 
The RecordIO files will be created in this 
step with the above ratio.

● Upload created RecordIO files back into 
the S3 bucket, which then be used as an 
input for training of our model.



Model looks like..
● The uploaded RecordIO files in our S3 

bucket will look like this.
● We have now done our 

preprocessing; the data is ready to 
be trained. Now are going towards 
the process of training our model 
using the created RecordIO files.



Train your model
● Define the RecordIO paths to the training 

and validation functions by using 
inputs.TrainingInput() method.

● Define the output location of the model 
and initialize the estimator function in 
parallel.



Continue…
● Image classification Hyperparameters,

○ image shape as 3,244,244 which is 
same as the image shape of our 
RecordIO files.

○ number of classes which in our case 
are 4,

○ Augmentation type here is important as 
we are taking the color into account, so 
we have chosen ‘crop color’. 

● The training job is started and will provide 
the path of the model where it will be stored.



Continue…



Deploy your model
● Deployed endpoint is available and in 

service now.
● Create a function which invokes the 

endpoint and returns the result of 
prediction.

● Upload a sample image into S3 Bucket, 
We have used a 50 euro image and 
uploaded in into the folder test_images on 
S3.

● we are getting our image from S3 and 
saving them into a variable called Euro50.

● We are calling our classify_deployed 
function to predict our image, and the 
result is shown in below image.



Continue…
● The EURO-50 image has the 

highest prediction value, our 
model is 99.9% confident that 
the provided image in of 50 Euro 
note.



Alert…
● Important:  Important is to stop the notebook 

after you have done creating the model, 
otherwise AWS will keep charging you for the 
time the notebook is in service.



Flow Diagram



Web Application
The web application is created for demo purposes 
of the model deployed on AWS Sagemaker. It is 
created using React libraries in addition to using 
amplify library which streamlines the connection of 
the web application with the AWS cloud setup. For 
setting up amplify in the project we need to install 
amplify and with in the project directory execute the 
command: amplify init Now we need to setup an 
API endpoint on the AWS API Gateway. We use the 
command: amplify add api We further follow the 
steps in the process executed by the command to 
make a POST Rest api. When the api end point is 
created locally we push the setup on the AWS 
using: amplify push The web application consists of 
2 main components: Image Capture: This 
component uses the camera of the device to 
capture the image to be identified



Continue…



Continue…









Thank you☺


